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Abstract. The key problem in the acquisition of the entity attribute knowledge for natural language 
understanding lies in the connections between the entity attributes. These connections could be 
represented by entity attribute collocations. It is impossible to get these entity attribute collocations 
manually. This paper proposed a method of retrieving collocation frameworks for entity attribute 
knowledge acquisition, which could acquire the entity attribute collocations from real corpus 
automatically. Because the collection framework template is actually the simplest syntactic sub-tree 
which retained the core verbs and the brother branch of the entity word and the attribute around the 
core verb. The proposed method obtained the entity attribute collocations based on the pruning of the 
syntactic tree. The experimental result showed that the proposed method performance well on the real 
corpus. 

Introduction 
The key problem in the acquisition of the entity attribute knowledge for natural language 
understanding lies in the connections between the entity attributes. These connections could be 
represented by entity attribute collocations. It is impossible to get these entity attribute collocations 
manually. This paper proposed a method of retrieving collocation frameworks for entity attribute 
knowledge acquisition, which could acquire the entity attribute collocations from real corpus 
automatically. Because the collection framework template is actually the simplest syntactic sub-tree 
which retained the core verbs and the brother branch of the entity word and the attribute around the 
core verb. The proposed method obtained the entity attribute collocations based on the pruning of the 
syntactic tree. 

Syntactic Analysis 

Syntactic analysis is the key technology of deep processing and analysis of language in natural 
language processing tasks, which has been a major area of research within computational linguistics 
for decades. The main task of syntactic analysis is to determine the grammatical units and the 
relationship between these units contained in the given legal sentence according to the given 
grammar system, and give a formal representation of these units and their relationships. There are two 
main tasks of syntactic analysis. One is to establish a language model for grammatical 
disambiguation. The other is to output the most probable structure of all possible sentence structures. 
In general, the sentence structure of the syntactic analysis is expressed and stored in the form of a 
syntactic tree as showed in Fig. 1. 

Fig. 1 showed a syntactic tree of a sentence that describes the relationship between the computer 
entity and its attributes. After segmentation and entity/attribute recognition, the sentence had been 
put into the Berkeley Parser to obtain the syntactic tree. It can be seen that the syntactic analysis 
assigned a definite grammatical appellation to each word in the input sentence and gave a hierarchical 
relationship between these grammatical units in the form of grammar tree. 
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Fig. 1 An example of syntactic tree 

Syntactic Tree Collocation Analysis 

The orignal sentence in Fig. 1 is “ShenZhou U43-D1(a type of computer manufactured by Shenzhou 
Company) DaZai(equipped with) YingTeEr(Intel) KuRui(Core) ChuLiQi(processor)”. The entities 
and attributes in the sentence constitute the subject of the framework we expect to acquire. And the 
direct expression of such framework is the collocation relationship in the syntactic tree. The 
representation of the framework could be defined as a template with a semantic relationship. Such 
template is a reflection of the relationship of entities-attributes or attributes-attributes which based on 
treating the verb as the core. 

According to the definition of the string-level template, we could apply the shallow lexical syntax 
analysis (such as: word segmentation and part of speech tagging) in the given sentence, and generate 
the template by the string-level matching driven by the attribute words. The template of the above 
example would be “[#entity DaZai/v YingTeEr/n KuRui/n #attri]”. Although the template contains 
the core verb that describes the relationship between the entity and the attribute, it also contains noise 
terms, such as: YingTeEr and KuRui. These noise terms are not related to the collection relationship 
between the entity and the attribute. This would reduce the versatility and the expression ability of the 
template. 

Through the syntactic analysis, from the grammar tree we can clearly see the noise terms and 
attribute words in the same local sub-tree. The two components constitute a noun phrase together. 
The verbs that related to the entities and the attributes act directly on the noun phrases formed by the 
sub-tree. If the sub-tree of the noun phrase only retains the branch of the attribute word, that is, cut off 
the branch of the noise term, we can get only the meaningful statement that expressed the relationship 
between the entity and the attribute. This statement is not only grammatically legal, but also meets the 
requirements of the acquisition of the collection framework. It contains the core verb that restricted 
the relationship between entities and attributes. By re-traverse the pruning syntactic tree, we could get 
the template met the requirements: “[#entity DaZai/v #attri]”. So we would use the method based on 
the pruning of the syntactic tree to obtain the collection framework template of the entity and the 
attribute. 

Retrieving Collocation Framework Templates from Syntactic Tree 
The intention of the collection framework template we required is to reflect the description of the 
relationship between the entity and the attribute. The grammatical feature of the template is treating 
verbs as the core, and using the entity or attribute as the slot. Reflecting in the syntax tree, the main 
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characteristic of this grammatical feature is to obtain a simplest tree consisted of the noun phrases of 
the entity words or the attribute words which dependent on the core verb. 

For the example showed in Fig. 1, syntactic tree consisted of two noun phrases. One is a noun 
phrase of entity words: “ShenZhou U43-D1 (a type of computer manufactured by Shenzhou 
Company)”. The other is a noun phrase of attribute words: “YingTeEr(Intel) KuRui(Core) 
ChuLiQi(processor)”. The core verb of the syntactic tree is verb “DaZai(equip)”. This syntactic tree 
is not the simplest tree, because the verb “DaZai” acts on the whole sub-tree of its right child branch. 
In this sub-tree, there is only one partial component “ChuLiQi(processor)” as the center of the local 
phrase. It is the object on which the core verb acted, and the other parts should be removed as the 
noise. 

So, collection framework template we required is actually the simplest syntactic sub-tree which 
retained the core verbs and the brother branch of the entity word and the attribute around the core verb. 
The collection framework extracting process can be described as obtaining the template based on the 
pruning of the syntactic tree. Follow such idea, the collection framework template extracting 
procedure could be described by an example sentence “ZhuBan(mainboard) CaiYong(utilize) 
TeShu(special) De(a Chinese particle word, used in the back of the attribute) GongDian(power 
supply) SheJi(design)”. By the Berkeley Parser, we could get the syntactic analysis result as “( ( IP 
( NP ( NR <ZhuBan> ) ) ( VP ( VV CaiYong ) ( NP ( CP ( VA TeShu) ( DEC De ) ) (NP ( NN 
GongDian ) ( NN <SheJi> ) ) ) ) ) )”. According to the syntactic analysis result the syntactic tree could 
be constructed as shown in Fig. 2. Based on the pruning of the syntactic tree, we could obtain the final 
template: “[ZhuBan/attr  CaiYong  SheJi/attr]”. 

 
Fig. 2 An example of pruning a syntactic tree 

Experimental Results 

We collected a corpus with 100 computer commentary articles as the testing set. There are 364 
sentences containing the entity words and the attribute words. In these 364 sentences, the system 
retrieved 276 collocation framework templates. Where, 214 of them are right templates. The system 
achieved precision of 78% and recall of 59%. 

Conclusions 
The key problem in the acquisition of the entity attribute knowledge for natural language 
understanding lies in the connections between the entity attributes. These connections could be 
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represented by entity attribute collocations. It is impossible to get these entity attribute collocations 
manually. This paper proposed a method of retrieving collocation frameworks for entity attribute 
knowledge acquisition, which could acquire the entity attribute collocations from real corpus 
automatically. Because the collection framework template is actually the simplest syntactic sub-tree 
which retained the core verbs and the brother branch of the entity word and the attribute around the 
core verb. The proposed method obtained the entity attribute collocations based on the pruning of the 
syntactic tree. The experimental result showed that the proposed method performance well on the real 
corpus. 
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